Scalp and depth recordings of induced deep cerebral potentials.
A balanced square wave was introduced between two adjacent depth electrodes implanted in the course of studying patients with intractable epilepsy and who were being considered for surgery. The stimulus current was designed so that charge density loading was well within limits of safety to avoid tissue damage. No neuronal activation was seen, and the stimulus intensity was significantly less than that used in subsequent stimulation session for the purpose of eliciting a clinical response and after-discharges. Averaging techniques were used to record the stimulus at distant electrodes both within the cerebrum and on the scalp. The recorded voltage decrement from the source was nearly identical with the theoretical voltage decrement predicted using principles of electric field theory in which the brain was assumed to be a homogeneous conductive medium. When the voltage recorded on the scalp was compared with the voltages recorded from depth electrodes, it was found that the effect of the highly resistive skull on voltage decrement was relatively less the more centric the source. This result also confirmed predictions based on electric field theory. Most significantly, voltages well within the physiologic range introduced in deep mesial temporal lobe structures were recorded from the scalp.